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• Mixed race Native- Opelousas/Coushatta, 

• 1st gen college student, SFSU, Berkeley

• Product of the civil rights and women’s 
movement

• Grew up professionally in SF/Oakland urban 
Indian community clinics and Tribal 
communities

• CBPR methods/ADM Epidemiology / 
Intervention in “Indian Country”

• Buddhist– Went to Nepal in 1982--
Mindfulness Retreat Teacher, Insight 
Meditation Society, Spirit Rock Meditation



¡ Connection between compassion fatigue, burn-out  & past 
and current  settler colonialism

¡ Neuroscience and Self-Directed Neuroplasticity

¡ How do we regain resilience, peace and wisdom?

¡ Indigenous Presence: Mindfulness and Lovingkindness 
Meditation.



1. Control of Economy-land appropriation, labor exploitation, 
control of natural resources

2. Control of Authority-government, normative social institutions, 
army

3. Control of Gender and Sexuality- family, education 

4. Control of Subjectivity and Knowledge -epistemology, education 
and formation of subjectivity

Quijano A. Coloniality and modernity/rationality. Cultural Studies 2007;21(2-3):168-178.





¡ Historical Trauma cumulative 
vulnerability that 
colonization; i.e., epidemic 
disease, forced removal, 
warfare, and white cultural 
hegemony, have had on the 
physical manifestation of 
health among indigenous 
peoples. 
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http://goo.gl/CEXr6I & https://washington.academia.edu/BonnieDuran

http://goo.gl/CEXr6I








¡ Sheer exhaustion, burn-out and overwhelm about the 
pervasiveness of prejudice, discrimination and inequity

¡ Hopelessness/powerlessness and resignation (stop voting, 
listening to news…)

¡ A pattern of not speaking-up followed by a sense of resentment               
/shame/self-blame

¡ Inability to recognize signs of resiliency and resistance in one’s 
self and community

¡ Withdrawal from relationships in one’s own community



Thanks to Rick Hanson for these slides  http://www.rickhanson.net









As the nervous system evolved, avoiding “sticks” was usually more 
consequential than getting “carrots.”

§ 1. So we scan for bad news,
§ 2. Over-focus on it,
§ 3. Over-react to it,
§ 4. Turn it quickly into (implicit) memory,
§ 5. Sensitize the brain to the negative, and
§ 6. Create vicious cycles with others.



https://www.rickhanson.net/newsletter-signup/



¡ What are some of the challenges in your life these days? (in 
the world, body, or mind)

¡ What mental resources do – or could – help you with these 
challenges?











¡ Bring awareness to your body.

¡ Soften and open.

¡ Be a little active in your mind.

¡ Imagine how another person might feel.

¡ Be kind to yourself, and encourage a good experience.









https://dharmaseed.org/teacher/400/?search=benefactor



¡ When working with others 
who are suffering, focus on 
your own wish for there 
wellbeing, and happiness. 

¡ Don’t need to focus on their 
state-of-mind

¡ Focus on your wishes for 
their happiness and safety







¡ Understandings

¡ Capabilities

¡ Positive Emotions

¡ Attitudes

¡ Motivations

¡ Virtues

Inner strengths are grown from experiences of them or related factors –
activated states – that are installed as traits.



¡ strengthening habits that lead to more 
wellbeing and aliveness and changing 
habits that no longer serve us 

¡ Intentionally noticing and cultivating 
ways of being: generosity, kindness, 
patience, forgiveness, tranquility, joy 

Piirami = "Completeness, Perfection" 

Para = "Beyo,,d" Parama = "Higliest, Supreme" Piiramitii = "Perfectiotr" 

Piirami Characteristic Function Manifestation Proximal Cause 

All Benefit Others Helpful to others Wishes for the Great 
well-being of Compassion 

others 

1) Giving/ Relinquishing Dispels greed for Non-attachment An object that can 
Generosity that which can be be relinquished 

Dllm1 given away 

2) Virtue/ Composing BlameJess conduct Moral purity MoraJ shame and 
Morality (im peccabiJi ty) moral dread 

Si/a 

3) Renunciation Restraint Verification Lessen sensual Spiritual Urgency: 
Nekkliamma (unsatisfactoriness attachment Awareness of the 

of sense pleasures) pain of desire 

4) Wisdom Garity illuminate Non-confusfon Concentration: 
Pminii objective fieJd Insight into the 

four noble truths 

5) Energy Striving Fortifies practice Indefatigability Spiritual Urgency: 
Viriya fa.i th in the four 

noble truths 

6) Patience Acceptance CuJtivates Tolerance Seeings things as 
KJ1anti endurance they are 

7) Truthfulness Non-deceptiveness CuJtivates Excellence Honesty 
Sacca authencity 

8) Determination Steadfastness Sustains clarity Tenacity Spiritual Urgency: 
factors of 

enlightenment 

9) Loving- Friendliness Removes Kindness Seeing the good 
Kindness (Promotes the resentment in other people 

Metta weJfare of living 
beings) 

10) Equanimity Neutrality Impartiality Subsiding of desire Understanding 
Upekk11ii karma 









¡ Bring to mind someone you are for. Find a sense of caring, 
support, being loyal, standing with someone as an ally. 

¡ Apply this stance, this feeling, toward yourself.

¡ Recognizing your difficulties and burdens. Recognizing injustice 
applied to you. Recognizing the impacts on you.

¡ Finding determination that you not be mistreated, that you cope 
with challenges, that you be truly happy, having a good life as best 
you can.

¡ Ethical Conduct is very attractive. 







¡ Sweat lodge

¡ Dancing

¡ Singing

¡ Vision quest

¡ Sun Dance

¡ Drumming

¡ Rattling

¡ Meditation

¡ Retreat





http://www.difficultdialoguesuaa.org/im
ages/uploads/Stop_talking_final.pdf





¡ Epistemology of the Global South

¡ Intuitive Knowledge System

¡ Where we get in many ceremonies



¡ Body: Whole body awareness, 
Breath, 4 elements

¡ Feeling Tone: Pleasant, 
unpleasant, neutral

¡ Mind: Thoughts, emotions, mind-
states

¡ Objects: Hindrances & 
Enlightenment Factors

https://www.windhorsepublications.com



Obsession 

Mindfulness

Denial

Indulgence Repression

Privilege Intolerance



Regular Practice Cultivates 3 Core Skills

§ Concentration: The ability to focus and stabilize one’s attention.  

§ Sensory Clarity: The ability to keep track of the components of sensory 
experience as they arise in various combinations, moment-by-
moment.

§ Equanimity: The ability to ‘be with’ experience with an attitude of 
gentle matter-of-factness.



ü R =  Recognize:  recognize hurt, pain, open to what is present, 
calm, happiness, resistance, restlessness, sleepiness, doubt

ü A = Accept/Allow: “what you resist persists”—open to what is 
happening, opposite of denying, avoiding or distracting.

ü I =  Investigate: bare awareness, without judgement, what is 
happening now? What is that? Am I sure?

ü N = NOT-personal/NATURE:  did you invent pain, sadness, 
shame, desire, it is THE pain, THE desire, THE shame.. its not 
personal….Its a quality of being human– Shared  Humanity



Increasingly, it is being understood that mindful awareness is a cultivatable skill with 
broad applications through all aspects of society, including education, prison system, 

politics, business, and even the training of soldiers.





¡ Development of Sacred Space 

§ Training in Indigenous Presence

¡ Development of Intention

§ Cultivation of positive mind-states

¡ Development of a daily practice







¡ A healthy earth element allows us to feel grounded 

¡ The earth is felt as solidity, hardness, softness, texture, 
heaviness

¡ The Earth elements of the body are the organs, tissues, 
and bones.





¡ The air (or Wind) element is associated with the mind and 
mental functioning. 

¡ The Air elements are, for example, the air in the lungs, 
stomach and bowel gasses.

¡ The air element is related to the energy of circulation—of 
the blood, oxygen, and nervous system.





¡ A healthy water element helps to calm your emotions; 
otherwise you may feel overly sensitive or emotionally 
turbulent.

¡ The Water elements are the bodily fluids − sweat, saliva, 
blood, urine, semen, etc





¡ An imbalance of the fire element can lead to impulsive 
“hotheaded” behavior. 

¡ A healthy fire element strengthens your willpower and enables 
you to feel passionate and inspired in your efforts. 

¡ Hot, cold, warm, etc

¡ Fire is the element that controls temperature and digestion. 





¡ Development of Sacred Space 

§ Training in Indigenous Presence

¡ Development of Intention

§ Cultivation of positive mind-states

¡ Development of a daily practice

¡ Sobbing Meditation & Stomping Meditation



¡ Helps us to handle negative emotions towards others. 

¡ Maintains a state of mind that is calm, stable and peaceful.

¡ Positive effect on people around you . Positive feedback . 

¡ A kind of self-hypnosis and self- suggestion ? Prone to be 
exploited by others?



https://awakeningjoy.info





All things are: 
• Imperfect
• Impermanent
• Impersonal

All beings are owners of their actions, heirs of their actions, 
lived supported by their actions. What ever actions they shall 

do, of that they will be the heir. 



¡ Extend LKM to yourself and a benefactor

¡ Then give some love to your family and friends

¡ Then a neutral person

¡ And then an ”difficult person”

¡ Extend well-wishing loving kindness to all the people that 

you know . 

¡ Extend this to all the people in this world 



¡ Introduction to Mindfulness Course AUDIO  

http://www.audiodharma.org/series/1/talk/1762/

¡ Intermediate Mindfulness Course AUDIO

http://www.audiodharma.org/series/1/talk/1761/

¡ Loving-Kindness Meditation AUDIO

http://www.audiodharma.org/series/1/talk/1728/

¡ Guided Self Compassion Meditation AUDIO — http://www.self-

compassion.org/guided-self-compassion-meditations-mp3.html

¡ DOWNLOAD EMBEDDED LINK PDF HERE

https://washington.academia.edu/BonnieDuran/Links-to-web-resources

http://www.audiodharma.org/series/1/talk/1762/
http://www.audiodharma.org/series/1/talk/1761/
http://www.audiodharma.org/series/1/talk/1728/
http://www.self-compassion.org/guided-self-compassion-meditations-mp3.html
https://washington.academia.edu/BonnieDuran/Links-to-web-resources


¡ Self Compassion Meditation AUDIO — Dr. Kristen Neff 
http://www.self-compassion.org

¡ Mindfulness Based Addiction Recovery Noah Levine 
http://www.refugerecovery.org

¡ More guided meditations and talks http://dharmaseed.org/teacher/400/

¡ Dr. Tara Brach -- talks on Mental Wellness 
https://www.tarabrach.com/talks-audio-video/

http://www.self-compassion.org/
http://www.refugerecovery.org/
http://dharmaseed.org/teacher/400/
https://www.tarabrach.com/talks-audio-video/
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May All Beings Be Happy


